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Libro di testo adottato Identity 

1° Quadrimestre Settembre/Gennaio 

Starter unit 

Functions: Talking about nationality Giving personal information Talking about objects Talking about dates 
and possessions Talking about possessions Giving and following instructions 

Grammar: be: affirmative, negative, interrogative and short answers Question words Possessive adjectives 
Definite and indefinite articles Plural nouns this/that/these/those Possessive s Possessive pronouns 
Whose? Imperative Object pronouns 

Vocabulary: Countries and nationalities The alphabet Cardinal numbers Colours Ordinal numbers Days, 
months and seasons Dates Classroom objects Common adjectives Classroom language 

Unit 1 “It’s  all about me” 

Functions: Describing physical appearance Making friends 

Grammar: there is/there are some and any Prepositions of place have got Adjective order 

  Vocabulary: Common nouns Bedroom furniture Physical appearance 

Unit 2 “Live and learn” 

Functions: Telling the time Agreeing and disagreeing 

Grammar: Present simple Prepositions of time Adverbs of frequency Expressions of frequency 

Vocabulary: Daily routine Everyday activities 

Unit 3 “ I love it” 

Functions: Making and responding to suggestions 

Grammar: can: ability Adverbs of manner like/love/enjoy/hate + -ing form 

Vocabulary: Free-time activities play, do and go Personality adjectives 

 

 



Unit 4 “Look at me” 

Function: Describing what people are doing now In a shop 

Grammar: Present continuous Present simple vs Present continuous Dynamic and stative verbs  

Vocabulary:Clothes and accessories Adjectives for clothes Shops 

Unit 5 “ Food for thought” 

Functions: In a café 

Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns some, any, no much, many, a lot of/lots of, a few, a little too 
much, too many, (not) enough too + adjective, (not) + adjective + enough 

Vocabulary: Food and drink Portions and containers Adjectives for food and drink 

 

2 Quadrimestre  Febbraio/Giugno 

Unit 6 “We are family” 

Functions: Describing people 

Grammar: Past simple: be Past simple: can Past simple: regular verbs 

Vocabulary: The family Jobs (1) Past time expressions 

Unit 7 “ Home sweet home” 

Functions: Showing interest 

Grammar: Past simple: irregular verbs Past continuous Past simple vs Past continuous 

Vocabulary: Parts of the house and furniture Sequencers 

Unit 8 “Our beautiful world” 

Functions: Making comparisons Talking about the weather 

Grammar: Articles Comparative adjectives (not) as … as, less (than) Superlative adjectives 

Vocabulary: The natural world Animals 

 

 


